EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

PECSO CAVI SRL

legal office and administrative office in Gazoldo degli Ippoliti, via San Fermo 2/B - 46040 (MN) (ITALY) - Vat Code and Cod.Fisc. 01593470204 - registered on C.C.I.A.A. of Mantova n. 01593470204 - Ph +39 0376 657781 - Fax +39 0376 657860 - General email: pecso@pecso.it

Declares - on its responsibility - that the product:

XYMM - 450/750 V

to which this declaration refers is produced by PECSO Cavi srl, in the plant of Gazoldo d/Ippoliti – 46040 (MN) ITALY, in compliance with the following regulations / other prescribing rules / specifications:
EN 50525-1
ROHS 2011/65/UE
EN 50575:2014+A1

and therefore complies to the Directive 2014/35/EU and to the Directive 2014/30/EU.

Gazoldo degli Ippoliti, 27/02/19

Ing. Emanuele Venturi
Quality Manager
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